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Part One: Sex, Drugs, Rock and Kontrol.

Chapter One - Pages 65 to 116 WHY THIS WORK WAS PUT TOGETHER AT ALL AND ALSO A LITTLE BIT ABOUT THE AUTHOR. - A brief overview of Greenock, which is my place of birth, and also a few odd things that I had noticed during my youth which led me to become curious enough to compile this work. There’s also a small collection of information I have compiled that my Scottish brother’s and sister’s should be paying some serious attention to.

Chapter Two - Pages 118 to 136 THE FRANKFURT SCHOOL, polymorphous perversity, and the origins and true aims of political correctness. This chapter looks at the root cause of many of the problems discussed in this work. - It’s hard to believe, but political correctness was solely designed to obliterate society!

Chapter Three - Pages 138 to 162 IF FEMINISM IS A WOMEN’S MOVEMENT, WHY ARE MEN FUNDING AND PROMOTING IT? - Why are the same people funding feminism, planned-parenthood, and sterilisation programmes world-wide? - They’re also hiding the fact they own the patent to the pill, and the morning after pill. Why does the name Rockefeller pop up repeatedly when looking at these issues?

Chapter Four - Pages 164 to 226 THE TRUE AND VERY NUTTY GOALS OF FEMINISM, AND ALL IN THEIR OWN WORDS. - Here we look at the actual stated goals of feminism. With every quote coming directly from one of feminism’s so called luminaries. Plus, just who exactly are Gloria Steinman and Margaret Sanger, and why are they so important to both feminism, and also this story?

Chapter Five - Pages 228 to 272 THE EFFECTS OF FEMINISM ON US ALL, AND ALSO A BIT ON THE FEMINISATION OF MEN. - I reflect, with the help of others, on the effects of feminism on the whole of society. I then touch upon the rather touchy subjects of male fertility and also male feminisation.

Chapter Six - Pages 274 to 307 SORRY GUYS BUT HOMOSEXUALITY ISN’T GENETIC. Plus: Why are certain people pushing for gay adoption when in lots of cases it clearly seems to harm the welfare of the child?

Chapter Seven - Pages 309 to 357 I HAVE NOTHING AGAINST ANYONE WHO IS GAY - THIS IS ABOUT KIDS. - THE CLEAR LINKS BETWEEN GAY MEN AND PAEDOPHILIA, AND GAY MEN AND SERIAL KILLING. As much as these two jaw dropping points might sound like the kind of subjects that would only be discussed on a Nazi version of Jerry Springer, they are in fact both points which are undeniably, and also more importantly, provably, true.

Chapter Eight - Pages 359 to 402 THE SEXUALISATION OF CHILDREN - why are we forcing kids to deal with their sexuality at an age when they are still having trouble with not peeing themselves, or undoing a button?

Chapter Nine - Pages 404 to 450 “THE PEDOPHOCRACY” PARTS I - VI. BY DAVE MCGOWAN. - I call upon the work of a man who I personally consider to be the greatest living writer in the world today in order to help prove my case to you about state sponsored paedophilia.
Chapter Ten - Pages 452 to 468 DOCUMENT’S SHOWING THE CIA COVERED UP (OR RAN) AN ORGANISED PAEDOPHILE RING. - These documents about Government sanctioned paedophilia are to compliment one of the issues broached in the last chapter. They are a police statement, provided by a policeman.

Chapter Eleven - Pages 470 to 546 MORE RECENT EXAMPLES OF STATE SPONSORED/SANCTIONED PAEDOPHILIA. - I now concentrate on British State sponsored/condoned, or at the very fucking least, hushed and covered-up, kid fiddling (a harrowing story that requires two whole chapters).

Chapter Twelve - Pages 548 to 624 This second chapter of my (mainly) British Paedophilia information DISCUSSES THE SEEMINGLY CLOSE LINK BETWEEN POLITICS AND PAEDOPHILIA, and also details a shocking example of a paedo’ cover up, at the highest level, that everyone needs to know about from here in Scotland. If you don’t read another page of this at least google “Hollie Greig”

Chapter Thirteen - Page 626 to 706 THE SAME PEOPLE THAT ARE JAILING YOU FOR DRUGS ARE SELLING YOU THEM. - I think this title says it all don't you? This is the first of my three chapters on “drugs”

Chapter Fourteen Pages - 708 to 752 THE DRUGS WAR IS NOTHING PERSONAL IT'S JUST VERY GOOD BUSINESS.

Chapter Fifteen - Page 754 to 814 EXTRACTS FROM THE BOOK “ACID DREAMS” BY MARTIN A. LEE AND BRUCE SHLAIN THAT WILL CONCLUSIVELY SHOW THE CIA GAVE US LSD. - To end this, the “drugs” part of my work, we’ll concentrate on the subject’s of the CIA, LSD, and also the links between all of these and the hippie movement.

Chapter Sixteen - Page 816 to 882 INSIDE THE LC: THE STRANGE BUT MOSTLY TRUE STORY OF LAUREL CANYON AND THE BIRTH OF THE HIPPIE GENERATION BY DAVE MCGOWAN. - To end this first part of my work I will let this talented man (also with some help from Alex Constantine with reference to the deaths of Bob and Jimi) show you the dark side of the story of Rock and Roll (a side of it that you have, more than likely, NEVER read about before)

Part Two: Dumbed down word controlled monkey’s who think that keeping up with the Jones’s and not being the stupidest guy or gal in the room is ALL that really matters.

Introduction, Preamble and legal/lawful disclaimer - Pages 1 to 2 Contents - Pages 4 to 5

Chapter Seventeen - Pages 7 to 43 Me welcoming you to this part of my work, and some really useful information on an incredibly interesting, yet for some reason, rather overlooked part of Germany.

Chapter Eighteen - Pages 45 to 143 Psychiatry an Industry of Death. That title says it all really. Take a historical tour with me that chronicles the development of this insane field of “Science”. There's also some extremely pertinent information on sociopaths and psychopaths for you to consider.

Chapter Nineteen - Pages 145 to 208 Psychiatric drugs, psychopathic drugs companies. Here we look at the standard of treatment administered by these people. We also look at their aims for the young and old.
Chapter Twenty - Pages 210 to 274 An overview of some of Mind Control's major milestones and also a brief section on a “great” British institution that you've maybe never heard of: - The Tavistock Institute.

Chapter Twenty One - Pages 276 to 307 Transcripts of The Napa Valley Sentinel series on Mind Control.

Chapter Twenty Two - Pages 309 to 350 Some shocking information on The False Memory Syndrome Foundation (FMSF), also, just what are Disassociative Identity Disorder (DID) and Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD)?

Chapter Twenty Three - Pages 352 to 419 Excerpts from Dave McGowan's “Programmed to Kill”. Here my favourite author demonstrates to you quite clearly “The powers that be” created serial killing to keep you fearful. - And also to find something for their assassin's to do while they're not at work.

Chapter Twenty Four - Pages 421 to 472 Jonestown and Dunblane. Here we find out that this total control of the mind of another not only works on individuals, it also works on large groups of people, even whole countries.

Chapter Twenty Five - Pages 474 to 552 In this chapter we cover the control of the media and how Mind Control came into the home through good old TV and the newspapers, - hopefully in the process you'll also have the brains work out why you haven't already been hearing about any of the things I talk of.

Chapter Twenty Six - Pages 554 to 584 Think twice before you complain about your kid not doing the washing up...Because if your kid is just like any other, then your child is probably in their bedroom right now training to be a ruthless assassin on their Playstation or Xbox.

Chapter Twenty Seven - Pages 586 to 596 A short introduction (that re-introduces an old “friend”), and an equally short yet succinct chronology detailing the systematic implementation of compulsory education in the USA.

Chapter Twenty Eight - Pages 598 to 651 The “Foundation's” of our modern day education system part 1.

Chapter Twenty Nine - Pages 653 to 675 The “Foundation's” of our modern day education system part 2.

Chapter Thirty - Pages 677 to 740 The proof of the deliberate dumbing down of society using education. This chapter begins with an exam a 13/14 year old child had to pass a century ago to get into high school. NOT ONE OF YOU WILL BE ABLE TO PASS IT TODAY - THAT INCLUDES YOUR KIDS’ TEACHER’S, THEIR TEACHER’S, AND PROBABLY MOST UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR’S TOO!

Chapter Thirty One - Pages 742 to 781 To end the work I briefly touch upon a subject that was brought up in Chapter Nineteen that conveniently provides a perfect segue to the next part of the work. - Genetic Heritability.

Part Three: The Needle and the Damage Done.

Introduction (also the dark side of the loon) - Pages 1 to 9 - I wrote this introduction bored and frustrated, I was at a bit of low ebb during my 5 years that I've just spent doing this writing malarkey actually, (and also while not having a fucking clue where I was going to be living within weeks of when I wrote it) - it’s ever so slightly raw. Contents - Pages 11 to 12

Chapter 32 - Pages 14 to 80 Eugenics - The true sport of King’s - A few rudimentary facts about why you and I have to die (ESPECIALLY IF ELDERLY). Plus: At the end of the chapter I'll tell you what a Keechyerpantscoaster is!
Chapter 33 - Pages 82 to 150 Population Control is what it's all been about (The last three books) - And as you'll see for yourself: The bastard child of Eugenics is more organised than an obsessive compulsive's sock drawer.

Chapter 34 - Pages 152 to 170 An inconvenient truth (Real this time too) - The facts concerning world population from the people who want you dead. - Birth rates are actually diving! Plus: Let's all move to Texas.

Chapter 35 - Pages 172 to 225 GAVI and the Good Club - No it isn't Seventy's funk band, it's actually one of the most evil and heinous bunch of murdering bastard's on the planet. - (Well, apart from their REAL bosses that is (Don't worry I'll get to these guy's and gal's during Section 2 - which begins after just one more book of section one, (which follows this one that you're reading now.)))

Chapter 36 (Part One) - Pages 227 to 339 I will prove to you using graphs from the British and American Government's National Office's of Statistics (other government's too) showing you, without ANY shadow of doubt, that vaccination does not work! - And they make totally provable 100% false claims that they 100% know they have no fucking right too! - I will then also furnish you with quite recently released documentation, presented in a scientific report, proving that the UK government KNOWS that they kill and maim yet they will lie to us ALL about this. (Sometimes even I Love the Freedom of Information Act - The shredder must have been on the blink that week).

Chapter 36 (Part Two) - Pages 82 to 150 The remarkable health of children who do not take any vaccines. - YOU WILL BE RATHER STUNNED, THEN (if you have a brain) VERY ANGRY!

Chapter 37 - Pages 367 to 462 A SELECTION BOX OF Flu's - Swine, Bird, Spanish, Deadly, and of course - Deadly Manmade!

Chapter 38 - Pages 464 to 536 To begin with, a rather long chronological list of medical professional's deliberately harming the public, (just in order to demonstrate to you that they have absolutely no problem in doing so). Plus: A selection of vaccine ingredient's that will totally shock you. Thimerosal. And then to finish this chapter off a frightening BBC "Panorama" documentary transcript on mercury.

Chapter 39 (Part One) - Pages 538 to 575 This Fluoride Trilogy starts with the stuff being put in the water supply, and some dental and nuclear facts that may get you angry. - Oh wait minute. No they won't - (See Part 2)

Chapter 39 (Part Two) - Pages 577 to 601 The Lunatic drug - The Nazi's and Communist's (What the fuck was the actual difference between them, apart from better tailoring and better choices in facial hair?) They both put it in the water to keep prisoners of War or Concentration camp workers docile; apparently it makes you lose all of your will to resist authority. - Handy if we were ever in a dictatorship.

Chapter 39 Part (Three) - Pages 603 to 631 And if you just thought it was in your tap water, or toothpaste, your miles wide of the mark - it's in nearly every fucking thing that we eat or drink when we go to the supermarket!

Chapter 40 - Pages 633 to 686 Artificial Sweetener's, the world's most popular sweetener started life as a chemical weapon! It melts the brains of rat's monkey's and human's - and THOSE FACT'S ARE ALL MOSTLY FROM THE ACTUAL TESTS THAT GOT THIS SHIT APPROVED FOR OUR CONSUMPTION! - For my dear Mother Liz. X

Chapter 41 - (Part One) Pages 688 to 748 This Chapter is also for Liz, and Andy McD. (Nay kiss for you Specky!) - Cancer, our present understanding, and the hard and honest facts about its “treatment’s” and “survival” rates.
Chapter 41 - (Part Two) Pages 750 to 824 An alternative theory on what cancer actually is - the expert's don't have a clue. Based on the work of a man who had a 100% successful cure for it over 70 years ago! He also knew what it was, how to kill it (without harming the patient), and he even had time to build the world's most brilliant microscope's. - Nobel Prize? Nope, drove to ruin, and his existence is virtually a myth, his work is now ridiculed even though he was in top science magazines, and he only dealt with men at the very top of medicine, in every field. (And they reckoned he was a genius) (And he done this for about ten year's) it's a scandalous yet 100% true tale!

Chapter 41 - (Part Three) Pages 826 to 895 The main thing you really need to beat cancer is HOPE... and here's as much as I could find. - Some REAL cure's that (mostly) don't cost anything. (Read the nocebo article that's in the next chapter once you finish this chapter too please) (I just didn't want to end two chapter's the same way in case you thought I'd got vaccine induced Alzheimer's, or had too much fluoride, or too much Aspartame, or maybe just too many joint's, sorry. (- I done it anyway, I put it in both just to save my wee mum reading the whole AIDS chapter for one article.)

Chapter 42 - Pages 897 to 1040 I think Cancer and AIDS are different conditions of the same ailment. (In more ways than one) - But mainly for this one reason more than any other: - DEATH BY AZT! - For Leon.

Chapter 43 - Pages 1042 to 1111 Epilogue to part three - Requiem in Social, Physical, and Medical, Mind Kontrol. - This is my summation of all that you've (hopefully) learned during this extremely long-winded, and at times rather insane sounding, “wee” trilogy of mine. I sincerely and honestly feel that by the time you get to this point I will have accomplished the goal of this part of my work. - You should be an individual who totally understands the subject of population control (enough to educate others on this matter), and you will have ALL the proof needed in order to do so.

Part Four: A Random Collection of Conspiracy Facts for One to Theorise On

Introduction - Pages 1 to 4. Contents - Pages this one and the next one too.

Chapter 44. The Moon Landings: Part One - “Before”. Pages 9 to 40. - We're going to the moon in a four-parter. This first portion looks at the space programme before the landings.

Chapter 44. The Moon Landings: Part Two - “On the Way There”. Pages 42 to 50. - Some extremely peculiar goings on that seemingly transpired en-route to the moon.

Chapter 44. The Moon Landings: Part Three - “Walking on the Moon”. Pages 52 to 93.

Chapter 44. The Moon Landings: Part Four “After”. Pages 95 to 116. - The last part of this chapter tries to stifle a laugh while recounting the absurdity that is the ongoing cover-up.

These next four chapters solidify the case concerning population control - they probably all should have been put into book three but I felt 1100 pages was already daunting enough.

Chapter 45. - Agenda 21 and Codex Alimentarius. Pages 118 to 176. - We return to matters more terrestrial with this chapter covering two ultra-nefarious plans to speed along the previously discussed “thinning out” of this planet's population. - The former subject causes “Arrested Development” on a planetary scale, the latter seeks to control, limit and even ban some of our food, classify herbs as drugs like heroin, and also wreck the vitamin industry.

Chapter 46. The Food Crisis: Part One. Pages 178 to 213. - Three-parter closely examining the subject of food. This part looks at the stranglehold a small gang has on our food supply.
Chapter 46. The Food Crisis: Part Two. Pages 215 to 282. - In this second helping we take a real close look at the “bad-boy” poster child for all psychopathic corporations - Monsanto.

Chapter 46. The Food Crisis: Part Three. Pages 284 to 303. In this final bit on food we review the purposefully created food crisis coming to an empty supermarket near you soon.

Chapter 47. Global Warming. Pages 305 to 351. - Believe it or not this subject is all about “Arrested Development” too. The farcical “science” is shown as the tool of death that it is.

Chapter 48. Peak Oil. Pages 353 to 392. - The last of this quartet of stragglers not good enough for book three ends with private, corporation and governmental exploitation of the oil industry. Also as a bonus: - Find out what the interesting term “Oil is Abiotic” means.

Chapter 49. The Corporation. Pages 394 to 466. - I use this chapter to highlight one of the main vehicles of choice for many of those darn sneaky plans that I've just been spending all my time warning you about: The Corporation. - The truly psychopathic nature of this monster is shown to be completely undeniable; I also show in detail that many of the major institutions supposedly making up the spine of our “Society” are nothing but ran-for-profit corporations. With most being ran in just as pathologically selfish a manner as any other of these soul destroying, money grabbing, Frankenstein's. - Our Police Force's, Law Courts, MP's, Council's, Government's, and even our fucking Country's are ALL just corporations.

Chapter 50. Money. Part One: Banking for Beginners. Pages 468 to 532. - I start off this slightly elongated “chapter” by explaining the fundamentals of banking - unfortunately it ain’t fun, but trust me, once the created from the ether penny drops, you will go demental.

Chapter 50. Money. Part Two: The Credit Crunch/Financial Tsunami. Pages 534 to 637. - The recent “Credit Crunch” was the first stage of a major financial attack on our pockets and senses. We spend the first of four chapters at “Ground Zero” of the attack - The USA.

Chapter 50. Money. Part Three: Quantitative Easing and Total US Debt. Pages 639 to 651. - In part two of the USA quadrilogy we try to catch up with the true grand total for the ever growing US debt. We also look at the pathetic US “band-aid” for this spurring carotid - Quantitative Easing. - Notice how their schemes always have cute or benign names like Quantitative Easing, at worst it sounds like a laxative. Credit Crunch actually sounds tasty.

Chapter 50. Money. Part Four: The Fiscal Cliff. Pages 653 to 666. - Just went it couldn’t get worse for Uncle Sam, a crisis with cliff in the name - must be some seriously fucked up shit!


Chapter 50. Money. Part Six: The effects of this on the people of the UK. Pages 710 to 743. - Next we begin a whistle-stop four chapter tour of the world to see the effects of this crisis on countries outside the USA. We’ll be starting off our short “tour” in the United Kingdom.

Chapter 50. Money. Part Seven: Debts longstanding effect on Africa. Pages 745 to 773. - This chapter nearly got added on to the end of the one on “the corporation”. - I have decided to put it on my mini-world “tour” instead, as I've never been to Africa before.

Chapter 50. Money. Part Eight: The effects on the EU. Pages 775 to 799. - We conclude our short tour of devastation by coming back home to Europe. We also get to see one of the true long term “goals” or “aims” of this financial malarkey coming into play for the first time.

Chapter 50. Money. Part Nine: The Country No-One Mentions - Iceland. Pages 801 to 815. - Here lies the best answer to our money problems, and also the solution to the imminent “Financageddon”... - If we choose to wisely follow the example of these brave people we can quickly sort this mess out ourselves. If the Scottish EVER want to be independent: Read This.
These next three chapters will detail exactly where many of us will be headed if we choose not to sort this mess out for ourselves, or if we just keep trusting the advice of “experts”.


Chapter 50. Money. Part Thirteen: The Naughty 1% + Their Even Naughtier Hidden Masters. Pages 858 to 891. - Here I'll compare who it is that you will blame, versus who you should.

Chapter 50. Money. Part Fourteen: Gold. Pages 893 to 907. - These next two chapters deal with the “solutions” that’ll be offered to sort out the problems the financial crisis caused.

Chapter 50. Money. Part Fifteen: The Austrian School. Pages 909 to 930. What is it with the schools in this region? Frankfurt, Prussian, and now Austrian, all nuttier than squirrel shit.

Chapter 50. Money. Part Sixteen: Derivatives. Pages 932 to 954. - The next three mini chapters (up to part 18) all look at some secretive financial matters that dwarf “The Crunch” in scale, but you'll never ever get to hear anyone talk openly about these issues.

Chapter 50. Money. Part Seventeen: LIBOR. Pages 956 to 964. A scam so massive, involving so many countless Trillions, that it appears that it’s too big to mention. (On the news)

Chapter 50. Money. Part Eighteen: CAFR's. Pages 966 to 984. This one will blow your socks off - governments are hiding enough money off the books to easily clear all national debts.

Chapter 50. Money. Part Nineteen: The Ultimate Goal One World Currency. Pages 986 to 1002. Here’s what all the financial nonsense we’ve been experiencing is really about.

Epilogue. Pages 1004 to 1059. - Finally, we actually do get to the end of this fucking shit!